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Abstract 

 

The insight that demand flexibility bears value under uncertain price development is 

fundamental to this thesis, which studies such flexibility in timing the procurement of 

exchange-traded goods. When market prices vary, it can be possible to fulfill time-in-

dependent requests for a given product or service at lower prices. In that sense, the 

thesis addresses electricity and cloud computing, which both can be considered non-

storable goods that require immediate consumption. Therefore, both the established, 

liberalized electricity market and the rapidly growing cloud computing market could 

make beneficial use of short-term demand flexibility. The involvement of information 

systems and technology facilitates that use and makes it likely for these two markets to 

be more closely interrelated in the future. 

Consequently, this thesis provides an outlook on market structures that may become 

more relevant in the future. It unites four research papers and contextualizes their con-

tribution. Two research papers advise on scheduling flexible demand in electricity mar-

kets (Paper 1 — Providing Utility to Utilities: The Value of Information Systems Ena-

bled Flexibility in Electricity Consumption) and a cloud computing market (Paper 4 — 

Scheduling Flexible Demand in Cloud Computing Spot Markets: A Real Options Ap-

proach). Both papers introduce real option models and analytical algorithms for eval-

uating temporal demand flexibility in the respective markets. 

Options to reduce electricity costs or to join microgrids as decentralized consumption 

structures can shape demand flexibility. In a mixed methods research approach, Pa-

per 2 — Electronic Markets for Electricity Procurement by SMEs: Determining Price-

Impacting Factors and their Influence on the Outcome of Electronic Reverse Auctions 

— investigates price-impacting factors when companies auction their electricity supply 

in an innovative form of electricity procurement. Paper 3 — Framing Microgrid Design 

from a Business and Information Systems Engineering Perspective: A Framework 

and Agenda for Research — systematizes the microgrid construct. This thesis thus con-

tributes to understanding and embracing new possibilities opened up by information 

systems, such as electronic spot markets and exchange trade, electronic reverse auc-

tions, automated load shifting decisions, and microgrids. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Temporal Character of Demand Flexibility 

In economic theory and practice, the flexibility of market participants is what enables 

negotiations (Druckman and Mitchell 1995). Flexibility is the characteristic that lets 

them adjust their supply-side offers or demand-side bids to conclude contracts and con-

duct trade. Any willingness of suppliers and customers to adapt these offers or bids will 

facilitate reaching consensus. As prices are formed through matching offers and bids, 

price expectations and the price sensitivity of the market participants contribute a vital 

part to their flexibility (Nishimura 1989). 

Depending on which goods or services a supplier and customer negotiate about, differ-

ent types of flexibility can apply and could be necessary (Fridgen et al. 2016a). Accord-

ingly, there can be price-influencing flexibility components regarding 

 The product or service itself considering a substitute thereof, 

 The quality and variants of a product or service, 

 The quantity, size, or extent of the product or service, 

 The place of fulfillment or a spatial/shipment surcharge, and 

 The timing regarding start, duration, intervals, and end of fulfillment. 

The latter — temporal flexibility — represents an integral and market-enabling flexibil-

ity component, because fulfillment to the customer applies to most goods and services.1 

When market prices vary (i.e., offers and bids match at frequently differing prices), pro-

ducing or consuming a given product or service at a sooner, a later time or at a varying 

pace can markedly affect the applicable price and save money. The term temporal de-

mand flexibility (Ross 2017) has been coined to refer to customers’ willingness to bring 

their demand forward, to interrupt, or to postpone it (Fridgen et al. 2016a, p. 3). 

Recognizing the value temporal demand flexibility carries is crucial to deploy it con-

sciously. Based on market signals, such flexibility serves to control supply or consump-

tion. The fulfillment of product orders or service requests can be cheaper when such 

                                                   
1  Commonly used in plural only, goods mean “products that are bought and sold in business”; prod-

ucts depict “something produced by physical or intellectual effort” — both definitions cited according 
to Schönsleben (2019, p. 28). Generally, this thesis refers to “goods” (in plural) or “a product” (in 
singular) synonymously. It distinguishes services in section 2.1.2. 
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orders or requests are time-independent. Suppliers are likely to be interested in con-

tracting with consumers whose elastic demand can help them cut production costs or 

purchase prices. They could also benefit from better capacity utilization and possibly 

increased overall customer satisfaction (Klaus et al. 2014). If they charge lower prices 

or offer compensation to customers who furnish the required portion of their temporal 

demand flexibility, a customer benefit can result as well. In order to realistically shape 

elastic demand, consumption behavior thus needs control and adequate incentives 

(Strbac 2008). 

As a buffer, both suppliers and customers could stockpile goods in order either to fulfill 

deliveries or to make their demand at a later time, if applicable. However, this is not 

possible for all goods; with nonstorable goods or services, stockpiling is not an option. 

Therefore, it appears appropriate to develop strategies regarding seizing temporal de-

mand flexibility for nonstorable goods or services that require immediate consump-

tion. This thesis investigates such strategizing. 

1.2 Benefits of Temporal Demand Flexibility in Electricity and 
Cloud Computing 

This thesis selects two markets for studying nonstorable goods or services that could 

make beneficial use of temporal demand flexibility — an obvious one, namely electricity, 

and one that is shaping the future, namely cloud computing. These markets have a real-

time market character in common, sharing the feature of frequently quoting prices in 

exchange-like trade (Papers 1 and 4). The thesis attaches great importance to the in-

volvement of information systems (IS), which facilitate such trade and the development 

of the selected electronic markets. Cloud computing services represent a digital product 

in itself, but also in the electricity market, IS enable higher productivity and new oper-

ating models. In the future, these two markets will likely be more closely interrelated or 

connected (e.g., Markovic et al. 2013; Thimmel et al. 2019). 

The nonstorability feature mentioned above holds for electricity, which is electrical 

energy flowing from a generating unit to a place of consumption. Over a given period, 

it is metered in kilowatt-hours (kWh) or megawatt-hours (MWh). Electricity is a com-

plicated product, as, by its nature, storage is complicated (Borenstein et al. 2002). Con-

sumers need electricity to be instantly available and delivered appropriately at the time 
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of consumption. Even so, electricity supply and demand vary continuously, so that a 

physical balance is fragile, but its maintenance requires coordination (Lund et al. 2012) 

— as expressed in an obligatory system frequency inside a close range.2 

The term electricity storage is in common use; however, this general term obscures 

that, in a strict physical sense, electricity can only be stored for a short time, that is, as 

a load in a capacitor, which is customary in smaller scale circuits and electric relays 

(Bird 2017). Apart from such brief storage, electricity is fleeting. Any use, even ad hoc 

consumption, is subject to losses, which one measures in a degree of energy conversion 

efficiency. Although this characteristic complicates storing electricity, one can trans-

form electrical energy into other energy forms that are easier or more economical to 

store. ‘Electricity storage’ therefore typically refers to its transformation and storage in 

another energy form (Komarnicki et al. 2017). Storage forms include batteries and fuel 

cells, pumped water, heat, ice, compressed air, electrolytic hydrogen, mechanical spring 

systems, and flywheels (Chen et al. 2009). 

These modes of transformation can conserve parts of the original energy, despite two 

associated drawbacks. First, some conservation technologies entail environmental, so-

cial, or economic disadvantages. For example, batteries formerly required toxic or rare 

earth elements, and had an insufficient capacity as well as a short lifespan despite high 

costs and space requirements (Chen et al. 2009, p. 297). New-generation, highly effi-

cient batteries at large scale are currently under development. Second, regaining the 

electrical energy is lossy — i.e., costly in terms of what is lost in the process of regaining 

the stored energy. Even one of the more efficient conservation approaches — pumped 

hydro storage with turbines — is neither free of losses nor instantaneously available. 

Additionally, social acceptance is limited when pumped storage facilities fill mountain-

ous areas, aesthetically damaging the landscape (Chen et al. 2009, p. 310). 

Consequently, ordinary operating conditions preclude economically favorable stock-

piling or rationing of electricity. This restriction contrasts starkly with other, storable 

goods. Temporal demand flexibility can therefore be a source of value and a support in 

controlling the physical balance in power grids (Fridgen et al. 2016a). Electricity sup-

pliers and system operators can benefit from integrating flexible consumers, and in fact 

rely on such flexibility in return for compensation (Figure 1). 

                                                   
2  In Europe, this system frequency amounts to 50 Hertz (Hz); in North America, it is 60 Hz. 
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Figure 1. Flexibility Provision in Electricity Markets 

(Paper 1, Figure 1) 

Figure 2. Flexibility Provision 

in Cloud Computing Markets 

 

Next, despite a less ubiquitous use in comparison to electricity, there is a growing de-

mand for cloud computing. This demand is expressed in continuously rising invest-

ments and leading service providers’ strong market positions (Costello 2019). Cloud 

services in high demand include on-demand data processing power and data storage 

in remote data centers around the world. The cloud metaphor denotes the nebular ap-

pearance of the provisioning resources and their physical location to customers. None-

theless, a trend towards standardization has increased transparency (Keller and König 

2014). This trend makes cloud computing a candidate for commoditization and fulfills 

at least one criterion of exchange trading concepts. 

Nevertheless, in the light of all kinds of commodities, dynamic pricing and exchange 

trading of cloud services are an exception. Instead, current cloud pricing models mostly 

do not directly reflect variable costs the providers incur for operating cloud resources 

(Bestavros and Krieger 2014, p. 74). Temporal demand flexibility will be of value to 

cloud providers who could smoothen their service production costs and data center uti-

lization (Paper 4). Customers would expect guaranteed fulfillment of their time-inde-

pendent requests but could obtain incentives, allowing them to generate cost savings 

(Figure 2; Ishakian et al. 2012). Variable prices, which are a precondition to employing 

temporal demand flexibility in the cloud market, could result from the exchange trade 

of cloud services; additionally, pioneering providers have already introduced dynamic 

pricing mechanisms. If and when such developments continue, both providers and 

cloud customers can benefit from improving their cost position in the overall market. 
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1.3 Intended Contribution and Research Questions 

This thesis intends to study demand flexibility in timing the procurement of nonstor-

able exchange-traded goods. It distinguishes traditional markets for electricity and the 

younger market for cloud computing services. Established electricity market structures 

provide efficient trading mechanisms, yet they are still evolving. In cloud computing, 

provider-neutral market structures are not a standard yet, as this thesis will illustrate. 

Common to both of the studied environments is the insight that flexible, time-inde-

pendent demand bears value and savings potential. Demand is the object of considera-

tion, in its interaction with the supply on marketplaces, especially in exchange trading. 

Fluctuating market prices that arise in intraday trading on spot markets (an example 

being stock exchanges) are the prerequisite to realize savings. 

First, the thesis focuses on evaluating such demand flexibility in real time — a role that 

models and analytical algorithms will be able to fulfill when integrated into information 

systems’ automated decision support. The second focus is on the influences customers 

take through their choice of novel electronic procurement channels and their integra-

tion into local consumption structures. IS enable the platform character of such elec-

tronic marketplaces and control the balance of decentralized electricity grids (Slavova 

and Constantinides 2017). 

For evaluating information systems enabled demand flexibility in the elec-

tricity market, this thesis contributes a formal evaluation model and an analytical al-

gorithm (Paper 1). The relevant research question (RQ) is: 

RQ 1: How can one quantify the monetary value of IS-enabled, short-term flexi-

bility in consumer demand for electricity using real options analysis? 

This approach is mainly relevant for electricity suppliers (utilities)3 in the wholesale 

electricity market, from which they procure electricity to supply their customers. Be-

cause they are likely to pass on higher wholesale prices but might also provide an in-

centive for sharing temporal demand flexibility, Paper 1’s setting is also relevant to the 

prices consumers are to pay for their electricity supply. 

It is not certain which factors additionally influence the electricity prices corporate 

consumers have to pay. For small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), the thesis 

                                                   
3  In this thesis, ‘electricity supplier’ and ‘utility’ are used synonymously unless otherwise specified. 
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investigates this question of additional influences by studying the data from electronic 

reverse auctions as an innovative form of electricity procurement (Paper 2). The two 

corresponding research questions are: 

RQ 2: What factors impact the electricity price for SMEs on electronic electricity 

markets? 

RQ 3: What influence do the identified factors exert on the electricity price? 

Companies’ or individuals’ self-consumption of electricity is a factor shaping infor-

mation systems enabled demand flexibility. The rationale behind this is that the 

opportunity to consume self-generated electricity increases flexibility when it comes to 

scheduling and sourcing the residual demand. 

Scheduling generation and consumption is a central problem in microgrids. Microgrids 

are decentralized electricity grids restricted to enclosed premises and containing gener-

ation capacities, loads, and an intelligent controller. Paper 3 systematizes this construct 

and sets up a framework to guide subsequent microgrid research in the business and 

information systems research discipline.4 The two specific research questions are: 

RQ 4: What framework can structure design options that interdisciplinary liter-

ature describes for setting up a microgrid? 

RQ 5: To which aspects of the microgrid concept should BISE/IS researchers di-

rect further effort? 

Back to the starting point, models to evaluate information systems enabled flexibility 

in electricity consumption can also be applied to other markets for nonstorable 

exchange-traded goods with fluctuating prices. In cloud computing, such dynamic 

pricing is a more recent approach that the provider Amazon Web Services has put into 

practice. Paper 4 therefore advises on scheduling flexible demand in cloud computing 

spot markets. It answers the research question: 

RQ 6: How can cloud services customers quantify and exploit their demand flexi-

bility’s monetary value by using real options analysis and given uncertain short-

term price development?  

                                                   
4  Research paper with lead authorship of the thesis author, c.f. appendix, section 7.3. 
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2 Temporal Flexibility in Markets for Nonstorable Goods 

2.1 Classes and Tangibility of Nonstorable Goods 

When products are not suited to be stored, challenges to their sale and consumption 

arise. As such nonstorable goods are unfit to be held in storage or buffer, they need to 

be sold and consumed (or further processed) no later than their production is complete 

(if necessary, their delivery or transmission is included in transacting) because they 

would otherwise perish. This definition implies that consumers use nonstorable goods 

directly on receipt. Hence, nonstorable goods constitute a less flexible and contained 

class of products. 

In their purest form, one cannot actually possess nonstorable goods in the sense of 

having or holding them. Consequently, nonstorable goods are identified as non-stock 

items. A company will never hold such in stock, although it may purchase the goods 

with a degree of regularity (Lomas 2019). However, one can own the infrastructure to 

generate or transmit such goods. 

Due to their nonstorability, such goods are subject to ad hoc consumption. The desig-

nation ad hoc goods, however, is untypical — or a further specialization. The term could 

denote specific goods that a consumer procures on the exact occasion as it is needed 

(Lomas 2019). In contrast to non-stock items above, a company procures ad hoc goods 

less regularly, without planned consumption. “An example of an Ad Hoc item is a spe-

cialized item of diagnostic equipment which you would purchase on one occasion only” 

(Lomas 2019). 

To structure nonstorable goods, distinguishing them based on their tangibility is appro-

priate: “Goods, products, and materials can be either tangible or intangible” (Schöns-

leben 2019, p. 29). In this context, tangible/physical and intangible/nonphysical cate-

gories are each considered a synonym pair. 

The nonstorable goods electricity and cloud computing services, which are both subject 

to regular consumption, are the subject of this thesis. It necessarily excludes other mar-

kets, particularly those for storable goods. Storing goods enables buffering the goods’ 

in- and outflow and, therefore, buffering financial consequence too. This thesis does not 

intend to study such an arbitrage effect. 
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2.1.1 Tangible Nonstorable Goods 

One can commonly hold tangible or physical goods in storage due to their material 

substance, which occupies physical space. In this class, nonstorability is an exception 

due to specific circumstances that are partially associated with non-durability. That is, 

the goods, such as raw meat (e.g., pork sides, which is an exchange-traded commodity), 

are perishable, or they are other agricultural products that spoil after a short period of 

storage. More generally, such goods’ constitution transforms during storage, which af-

fects their usability or appearance in an undesired way. Hence, one can classify such 

goods as nonstorable or ‘low-storable’. 

Other tangible products can be difficult to store economically if they have an excep-

tionally high or rapidly decreasing value, a large size, or distinct requirements, such as 

special caring and sheltering conditions (e.g., livestock). 

2.1.2 Intangible Nonstorable Goods 

Nonphysical goods take an intangible form. Due to their lack of material substance, one 

cannot physically hold intangible goods, whereas it is typically unproblematic to keep 

them in another, particularly digital form. Therefore, nonstorability rarely applies to 

intangible goods in their typical sense as products that are created to remain in virtual 

storage or on balance sheet. However, one can perceive and consume some intangible 

goods only by means of an instrument or a particular medium. 

Consolidating concepts of investment, value creation, and intellectual achievement, in-

tangibles are generally discussed in a variety of economic fields. Yet, “[t]here is not a 

unique nor unanimously accepted definition or classification of intangibles” (Grasenick 

and Low 2004, p. 268). Observable approaches group information, virtual goods, and 

services as intangibles: 

 Information can be stored in written form or virtually in its building elements 

— as data. They are the subject of information systems. 

 Virtual goods or digital goods (e.g., software, licenses, audio/video material) 

can be stored in the same way, because they “are disembodied goods in the sense 

that they can exist without embodiment in a physical form” according to 

Bhattacharjee et al. (2011, p. 2), who amend five “digital goods identifiers.” Dig-

ital Rights Management ensures ownership or similar sufficient access rights. 
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 A service, historically and in its result-oriented definition (Buhl et al. 2008), is 

fulfilled interpersonally, face-to-face. On the one hand, services do not typically 

involve a transfer of ownership; instead, they are consumed when provided — a 

process-oriented definition (Buhl et al. 2008). (Excepting that a product created 

in the course of service delivery could be transferable.) In contrast, intangible 

goods differ from typical services in that, commonly, they are transferable and 

tradeable. On the other hand, services provide economic value and fulfill the 

lack of physical substance. These arguments justify lifting the classification re-

striction so that services are now classified as nonphysical, immaterial goods 

(Buhl et al. 2008). In a more precise distinction, these intangible services are 

“use-oriented” (Schönsleben 2019, p. 31). Given that, they are mostly nonstora-

ble goods (Jansson 2013). 

Consequently, only some nonphysical goods fulfill the definition of nonstorable goods. 

Observable evidence suggests this is limited to any services and goods that one can only 

consume on a specific occasion and time before they are void. Securitization in the form 

of an entitlement or a ticket can be an indicator. 

Intangible nonstorable goods include cloud computing services, which encompass 

data processing and virtual machines, data storage, and rental software, amongst oth-

ers. Cloud services can be measured in units of time, computing power, or similarly “on 

the basis of a performance indicator that is measured as a percentage” (Schönsleben 

2019, p. 31). Under the necessary conditions, they can be traded in a harmonized way 

(section 4.3.2). This handling attributes them the character of virtual goods, although 

cloud computing services cannot be stored: a provider creates them at the moment of 

use (Buhl et al. 2008). Hence, they are “non-storable and time-critical” (Dorsch and 

Häckel 2012, p. 5), accessed at the time of creation. 

It is not self-evident and justifies a closer look that this also applies to cloud services 

that themselves relate to the storage of data. The fact that such storage services cannot 

be easily interrupted or buffered counters their storability: At any moment, sufficient 

storage services allow for saving an amount of data. Interrupting or throttling these ser-

vices would entail (partial) data loss. Likewise, for a given amount of data, there is no 

advantage in temporarily obtaining excess storage services. Consequently, data storage 

services need to be provided adequately in the moment of consumption. They are just 

as dated, perishable, and nonstorable as other cloud computing services. 
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Furthermore, the examples of transportation, entertainment, and touristic products 

or services are characteristic of intangible nonstorable goods (Wu et al. 2002). For in-

stance, firmly reserved travel arrangements, flight seats, and event tickets are nonstora-

ble according to the definition because one cannot sell or consume them later than on 

completion of their production. For further consideration, this distinction could incite 

an academic discourse on whether transportation and touristic products like flight seats 

predominantly resemble services or intangible goods. 

2.1.3 Between Tangible and Intangible Nonstorable Goods 

On the interface between tangible and intangible nonstorable goods, the characteristics 

of a distinguishable class of goods complicate assigning them clearly to one of the pre-

vious two categories. Concerning the prominent example relevant to this thesis, the 

literature assigns electricity ambiguously due to it exhibiting characteristics of both 

categories: 

On the one hand, physically speaking, electricity is energy transmitted through electric 

current and electric potential. Therefore, one can physically observe the generation and 

distribution of electricity similarly to a completely tangible product. Additionally, elec-

tricity is an electric utility’s product, which it differentiates in voltages and current. 

On the other hand, electricity lacks material substance, and to consumers, procuring 

electricity often resembles service procurement: Consumers do not actively purchase 

electricity as an item in pieces or units; rather, a utility company they choose services 

them by supplying the total amount of electricity required and consumed without fur-

ther notice. Distributing a product generally would not be a service in itself; neverthe-

less, consumers experience a product- or use-oriented service of operating their devices 

through the consumption of electricity (Schönsleben 2019, pp. 30 f.). This viewpoint 

“consider[s] the reason for using energy, […] and its reliability, i.e., the probability that 

supply would be available” (Fuentes-Bracamontes 2016, p. 17). Statements such as “the 

power is down” instead of “they deliver no power” or “power is out of stock” depict how 

consumers grasp consuming electricity as a service. Similarly, it appears in the history 

of power supply that consumers were “baffle[d] at the immaterial nature of electricity 

and the […] intangible consumption” (Gooday 2016, p. 3). 
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At the very least, many consumers perceive electricity as a commodity. Therefore, util-

ities strive to differentiate their energy product or service, for example, as ‘green power’. 

Overall, electricity supply features characteristics of both tangible and intangible goods. 

The introduction given above (section 1.2) has discussed electricity’s nonstorability. 

Electricity distribution is a servicing process in the utility’s ownership, while there is 

ownership transfer to the consumer. Wu et al. (2002) apply the same classification: 

their “model assumes that the good in question is non-storable, as in the case of such 

markets as electric power […] and other service industries with dated/perishable goods” 

(Wu et al. 2002, p. 672). 

2.2 Demand-Side Decision Flexibility under Uncertainty 

2.2.1 Option Character and Value of Deferred Decisions 

Customers who share their temporal demand flexibility with suppliers equip them with 

the right to decide on the time of fulfillment. A use-case from the electricity market 

illustrates that idea: Consumers who allow electricity suppliers or system operators to 

control their devices through load control agree to have them remotely started (e.g., 

washing machine, electric car charging5) or interrupted (e.g., freezer, air conditioning). 

Such load shifting implies earlier or later use of those devices, or another course of use, 

than consumers would intend to when free from external influence. 

Load shifting succeeds because electricity (and cloud) markets feature times of day with 

higher and cheaper spot prices on average (Paper 1, Fig. 5; Paper 4, Fig. 1). Thus, there 

are price changes — particularly in a downward direction — of which load shifting can 

take advantage. Research has developed approaches to make such demand flexibility 

assessable in monetary terms, to calculate or estimate the achievable savings (Biegel et 

al. 2014). 

Nonetheless, because the right to shift loads is not an obligation to the suppliers, they 

are equipped with an option of deciding and acting. Their decisions on initiating load 

shifting and on initiating delivery each are possible in one or more points of time.  

Although there may be conditions, such as a maximum deferral or excluded periods, a 

                                                   
5  For the description of load shifting in a plug-in electric vehicle instantiation, see Paper 1, pp. 551 f. 
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right to seize temporal demand flexibility increases suppliers’ liberty and, in turn, their 

own flexibility. Decisionmaking should therefore take the value of such options into 

account (Crasselt and Lohmann 2016, p. 351). 

As formalized methodological constructs, options (financial options and real options) 

enable grasping the value of such flexibility to act or decide at a later point in time. 

Modeling and evaluating such options is not trivial, as it means “to estimate option 

values at every decision point drawing on information from all future periods” (Cras-

selt and Lohmann 2016, p. 351). However, analytical solutions have long been available 

(Black and Scholes 1973; Cox et al. 1979). In research and business practice, it therefore 

is a common approach to employ option constructs to model complex situations.  

Particularly, “option-like situations in non-financial markets, often referred to as real 

options, are usually discussed and analyzed in the context of investment decisions […, 

but] also frequently encountered in operating decisions” (Crasselt and Lohmann 2016, 

p. 351). 

2.2.2 Application of Real Options Analysis 

Real options reflect the managerial flexibility to act and decide under uncertain condi-

tions. They represent different types of rights, including the option to postpone a deci-

sion and wait for changed conditions (deferral option). Modeling real options can thus 

grasp the option character of deferred decisions in the markets studied in this thesis. 

A benefit of real options is their analytical relationship with financial options, which 

allows replicating and evaluating a real option as a financial option (Copeland and An-

tikarov 2003). This method is called real options analysis (ROA). 

In fact, real options theory originated from financial option valuation, an established 

methodology with a sound formal foundation (Paper 1, p. 540). The concept of real op-

tions is distinct in the type of underlying asset: any physical product or investment that 

is not an exchange-traded security can form the underlying. IS research applied ROA 

to cases from multiple sectors, with a focus on IT investment decisions (Benaroch and 

Kauffman 1999; Diepold et al. 2009; Ullrich 2013). With relevance to this thesis and 

with respect to uncertainty in electricity prices, ROA has been used for assessing in-

vestments in electricity generation capacities (Deng and Oren 2003; Martinez-Cesena 

et al. 2013; Ronn 2003) and flexible electricity consumption (Fridgen et al. 2015b; 

Oren 2001; Sezgen et al. 2007). Cloud computing research as well has applied ROA to 
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support timing, staging, and termination decisions (Alzaghoul and Bahsoon 2014; Jede 

and Teuteberg 2016; Naldi and Mastroeni 2016; Yam et al. 2011). Paper 4 (p. 4) also 

gives instances of applications to general IT assets. 

This thesis refers to deferral options, which is an established real option category (Pa-

pers 1 and 4). For analytic assessment, one can model a deferral option as a (financial) 

call option, which is “a right, but not an obligation, to buy an object (e.g., an asset) at a 

previously fixed price” (Paper 1, p. 552). A methodologically sound ROA approach ful-

fills formal prerequisites, as studied by Ullrich (2013). Primarily, it identifies an appro-

priate underlying that one is able to price dependably over the time of the real option’s 

validity. The need for defining an underlying and, if its price is variable, for modeling 

that price movement is an initial step in establishing a real options model (Fridgen et 

al. 2014a; Fridgen et al. 2015b). 

Developing adequate stochastic processes allows capturing the respective underlying’s 

price development and assessing real options on both electricity and cloud computing 

services. Papers 1 and 4 have shown that this methodology subsequently permits eval-

uating a replicated call option through the binomial tree model (Cox et al. 1979) and 

variations thereof (Tian 1993). 
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3 Flexibility in Electricity Markets 

3.1 Electricity Markets 

3.1.1 Electricity Trading Mechanisms 

Electricity markets allow for the trade of electricity: participants place offers to sell or 

bids to buy various forms of electricity contracts and derivatives. Under the relevant 

regulatory conditions, electricity markets match these offers and bids, determining an 

equilibrium price that is fundamentally subject to the principles of supply and demand 

(Buhl et al. 2019).6 

The traded objects include predominantly standardized physical electricity contracts, 

which denote an obligation to deliver electricity, but may also be derivative financial 

instruments or contracts for difference. Their time standardization implies monthly, 

quarterly or annual delivery periods encompassing hourly, daily, or weekly time bands 

of continuous electricity delivery (e.g., base load for a day, peak load for twelve hours 

of daytime, c.f. Figure 3). Most instruments are similarly observable in European and 

North American electricity markets (Paper 1).7 

Such markets take the organizational forms of energy/power exchanges or bilateral 

over-the-counter contracting (e.g., brokered via electronic platforms, Paper 2). This 

thesis focusses on exchange trading, such as it takes place on the European Energy 

Exchange (EEX) or the European Power Exchange (EPEX SPOT). 

Historically, the Norwegian power exchange Foreningen Samkjøringen (literally ‘Coor-

dination Association’) formed in 1932 was the pioneer. Through mergers by the 1970s, 

electricity suppliers from all over the country joined the eastern Norwegian founders 

(Skytte 2015). This exchange was the predecessor to today’s all-Scandinavian electricity 

exchange Nord Pool established in 1996 after Norway and Sweden had deregulated and 

                                                   
6  Acknowledgment: Buhl et al. (2019) is a study (second edition) from the research project SynErgie’s 

work item IV.2.1. ‘Synchronized and energy-adaptive production technology for flexible alignment 
of industrial processes towards a fluctuating energy supply’ (SynErgie) has been a federally funded 
Kopernikus project for the energy transition since 2016. With the University of Bayreuth’s partici-
pation, this research project has been striving to study and extend demand side management activ-
ities in the German manufacturing industry, to better adjust the electricity consumption in produc-
tion processes to the fluctuating supply from renewable energy sources. 

7 On differences of European and North American electricity markets, see section 3.3 in Paper 1. 
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unified their electricity markets (subsequently joined by Denmark and Finland). Nord 

Pool also assisted in establishing German and French electricity markets, which have 

combined to form EEX and EPEX SPOT by today. 

In the 1980s, other efforts to introduce electricity market structures included a South 

American model (Chile and Argentina) and pricing research at Bostonian universities 

by Schweppe et al. (1988) who suggested a framework for establishing such market-

places. During that time, most European countries had a monopolistic electricity sup-

ply: suppliers and grid operators combined in one entity necessitated state regulation 

for consumer protection purposes (Jamasb and Pollitt 2005). 

In Europe, former supply monopolies diminished in the course of the British electricity 

supply privatization and the continental liberalization of the electricity system. With a 

series of electricity market reforms since the mid-1990s, the European Union aimed to 

empower market structures (Helm 2014) and to promote competition in both the 

wholesale market and among ‘electricity retailers’ (Jamasb and Pollitt 2005). The lib-

eralization indeed increased market efficiency and reduced electricity prices (Moreno 

et al. 2012). Germany implemented the reform in 1998.8 

Hence, depending on the country and legislation, electricity markets have gained a 

competitive structure over the last 30 to 50 years. Electricity and balancing power trad-

ing has evolved and attracted participants. Today, not only electricity generating com-

panies and electricity suppliers participate in electricity trading. With energy-intensive 

companies, renewable energy producers, and aggregators, non-traditional participants 

have entered the market, trading smaller aggregated volumes of electricity as compared 

to suppliers and traditional producers. 

Over the decades, electricity supply thus experienced liberalization, the markets’ evolve-

ment and their change of shape, increasing trading volumes and transaction numbers. 

Information systems have turned out to favor such dynamics, as market operators can 

realize smaller transactions in a shorter time only with the help of IS. Today, electricity 

marketplaces “represent some of the most information-intensive instantiations of mar-

kets due to the volatil[e]” electricity generation and consumption (Wörner et al. 2019, 

p. 3). 

                                                   
8  The revised Energy Industry Act („Energiewirtschaftsgesetz”) came into force on 29 April 1998 

(BGBl. 1998 I, pp. 730–734). 
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3.1.2 Energy-only Market 

It is typical for market participants to “secure medium- to long-term supply for base 

and, partially, peak loads far in advance through generation capacity, bilateral supply 

contracts, and/or acquired futures contracts. Nevertheless, ultimately, they need to 

bring fluctuating demand in line with supply in the short term” (Paper 1, p. 541; c.f. 

Figure 3). This sourcing is the motive for using a chronological sequence of electricity 

markets jointly forming the energy-only market (EOM): these markets allow for trad-

ing electricity from a long period in advance until shortly before its actual physical de-

livery (Buhl et al. 2019, p. 10). 

The futures market opens the EOM sequence. It serves to secure supply and demand 

in the medium to long term, up to several years ahead. The traded futures are binding 

contracts on future physical electricity delivery or the financial equivalent. EEX’s 

Power Derivatives market permits the trade of Phelix futures for up to six years ahead 

(e.g., in high volumes for the German power system, EEX 2019b). This EEX market 

also makes options available as derivative financial instruments on electricity. Again, 

options are a right, but not an obligation, to procure an amount of electricity at a fixed 

price and a time within or at the end of the option’s validity (Buhl et al. 2019, p. 11; EEX 

2019a). Market participants can use both instruments to protect themselves from price, 

volume, and availability risks (risk-hedging), by either procuring electricity in advance 

with futures (Dong and Liu 2007) or by preserving decision flexibility with options 

(c.f. section 2.2.1). 

 

Figure 3. Market Instruments for Adjustment to Consumption 

(Paper 1, Figure 2) 
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The spot market is closer to the time of delivery; therefore, it permits refining the 

approximations from previously entered long- and medium-term contracts: “market 

participants can further balance their schedules by selling or purchasing replacement 

[electricity contracts]” (Paper 1, p. 542). The spot market consists of one or more of 

three sequential subtypes for the short term: day-ahead, hour-ahead, and real-time 

markets (Umutlu et al. 2011). U.S. American systems are typically limited to real-time 

markets. “Day-ahead and hour-ahead markets are, technically speaking, forward mar-

kets in which participants trade electricity contracts in advance for specific times of the 

day” (Paper 1, p. 542) — similarly to futures markets but with a much shorter horizon. 

In EPEX SPOT’s day-ahead market, participants offer or bid on electricity amounts in 

a two-sided blind auction (EPEX SPOT SE 2018, p. 4). The placed bids and offers relate 

to hours, quarters, or blocks of hours of the following day. Sorted by corresponding 

prices, the supply-side offers yield the so-called merit order: renewable energy sources 

typically feature low marginal costs, therefore take a prime place in the merit order. 

Similarly, the demand-side bids yield a demand curve. The market operator settles both 

supply and demand curves after the day-ahead market closes, determining market-

clearing prices for each hour of the following day (Paper 1, p. 542). 

The panel of day-ahead market-clearing prices can also form the opening prices for con-

tinuous trade in the intraday market, as it happens on EPEX SPOT. The closer to deliv-

ery, the more critical it gets for supplying and demanding parties to adjust any devia-

tions from their previous predictions, particularly to increasingly accurate weather and 

renewable energy generation forecasts. For this reason, EPEX SPOT’s intraday market 

combines elements of both hour-ahead and real-time trading: participants can trade 

electricity for a future delivery hour of the day (hour-ahead) or for prompt, close to im-

mediate delivery (real-time trade). The hour-ahead trade approaches real-time trade 

due to the allowed proximity of trading just minutes before physical delivery (Paper 1, 

p. 543). 

In short, the critical reasons for this EOM market sequence are (Buhl et al. 2019): 

 Concentrating liquidity over suitable time clusters or bands 

 Setting transparent reference prices for continuous trade 

 Permitting short-term adjustment to altering generation and consumption 

 Adapting trading volumes to increasing forecasting accuracy up to delivery 
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3.1.3 Function and Characteristics of Spot Prices 

Spot prices result as the market-clearing prices from day-ahead, hour-ahead, or real-

time trade (in the electricity spot market). Spot prices function, firstly, as a price signal 

for demand-side market participants to alter their consumption if they have the chance 

to (c.f. section 3.2.1 on demand response). Secondly, and just as importantly (Umutlu 

et al. 2011), spot price signals lead energy producers to control their generation, and to 

dispatch power plants in particular. When the spot price exceeds their marginal costs 

of generation (including resources, emission rights, wear and tear), producing electric-

ity is profitable. The development of such equilibrium prices over time reflects the rela-

tion of physical generation and consumption volumes. Accordingly, influencing factors 

of this relationship include the mix of energy sources (Moreno et al. 2012). 

Nonetheless, technical and regulatory constraints restrict the flexibility of electricity 

generation, which can cause negative spot prices. Such can result when high supply 

from inflexible generation resources meets low demand (Schneider 2012). “At times, 

for example, a surge in wind power may coincide with little demand for electricity or 

slow reduction of conventional power plant capacity. The regulatory framework in Ger-

many, which has given electricity generated from renewable sources feed-in guarantees 

and precedence over conventional sources, is an origin to such issues” (Paper 1, p. 542; 

Frondel et al. 2010). In Germany, the gross electricity production from renewable en-

ergy sources, the share of renewable energy sources in electricity consumption, and 

particularly the installed capacity of wind energy plants have risen continually (Federal 

Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy and Federal Environment Agency 2019). Be-

cause of their intermittency, electricity feed-in from renewables, such as wind, increases 

supply volatility and, given static demand, price volatility (Moreno et al. 2012; Nicolosi 

and Fürsch 2009). Thus, in times of peak generation from renewable energy sources 

and low (industrial) consumption, the spot market for Germany has frequently seen 

negative prices, for instance on winter holidays (Stratmann 2020). 

Highly volatile prices can occur in times of a significant supply surplus and deficit 

alike. For this reason, times of high demand and a supply deficit have been observable 

as triggering an opposite situation compared to negative prices: spikes designate spot 

price rises of a short period and comparatively large magnitude. They can occur in 

events that have been unpredicted or difficult to forecast, such as sudden weather 

changes, transmission grid or major plant outages (Kwoka and Sabodash 2011). It is 
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not a spike when a price-influencing factor and thus the price level change for extended 

periods. In the EPEX SPOT market for Germany, positive and negative prices are lim-

ited and capped (EPEX SPOT SE 2018, p. 7). All of the above give reason for market 

participants to hedge the price risk inherent in electricity trade with futures contracts 

or derivative financial instruments. 

3.1.4 Balancing Power 

Market participants can actively resort to the aforementioned sections of the EOM to 

trade the adequate physical electricity contracts for settling an imbalance9 (Figure 3). 

If their aggregated supply and demand do not equal at any time of physical delivery, 

transmission system operators will intervene with balancing power10 to achieve the 

physically necessary balance (Biegel et al. 2014). A 50 Hertz (Hz) system frequency in 

Europe — or 60 Hz in American power systems — with a narrow tolerance range is re-

quired at any time to keep the power grid stable and electricity delivery operating. To 

achieve this supply-demand balance, the balancing power can be either positive if the 

demand exceeds the supply (back-up generation capacities), or negative vice versa 

(interruptible loads; Hirth and Ziegenhagen 2015). 

The transmission system operators obtain balancing power from reserve resources 

(ENTSO-E 2019, p. 20) available from (to-date) non-harmonized markets (Ocker et al. 

2016). It is timely reactiveness that distinguishes primary, secondary, and other re-

serve resources as well as the balancing power obtained from them (Buhl et al. 2019). 

The transmission system operators conclude long-term contracts with companies that 

furnish such balancing power. From additional resources auctioned in the short term, 

they or reserve allocators11 select resources that meet reserve requirements at the low-

est prices in real time, until they have achieved the necessary system frequency (Hirth 

and Ziegenhagen 2015; Ocker et al. 2016). 

                                                   
9  Harmonized as in ENTSO-E (2019), the balance group — an energy account for a market participant 

who is responsible for achieving a physical balance — is the object of consideration for equal supply 
and consumption (which this thesis does not intend to deepen). 

10  Balancing power is also labeled as ‘reactive power’, ‘reserve energy’, or similar – Ocker et al. (2016). 

11  A “Reserve Allocator [i]nforms the market of reserve requirements, receives tenders against the re-

quirements and[,] in compliance with the prequalification criteria, […] assigns tenders” — ENTSO-
E (2019, p. 15). 
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Balancing requirements have been expected to increase in countries with a “growth in 

renewables […] as the wind penetration from fluctuating renewables increases” (Biegel 

et al. 2014, p. 355). To fulfill these requirements more effectively is a reason for a recent 

European Electricity Balancing Guideline (European Commission 2017) aiming at in-

tegrating previously national or regional balancing markets. A joint, cross-border bal-

ancing power market will combine the transmission system operators’ resources, in-

cluding fluctuating but inexpensive electricity generation from more renewable energy 

resources. An associated goal is to increasingly integrate flexible consumption incor-

porated in demand response (section 3.2.2). 

3.2 Flexible Electricity Consumers and Suppliers 

3.2.1 Market Roles Exchanging Information on Flexibility 

Due to the market mechanisms of supply and demand outlined before, there are at least 

two market-participating groups who can seize temporal flexibility in an electricity sup-

ply contract. First, electricity suppliers (including utilities) can use flexibility potential 

to control their electricity production, if applicable. Since the 1998 market liberalization 

(section 3.1.1), they are also free to procure the electricity needed to supply consumers 

from the electricity markets without holding own generation capacities (Jamasb and 

Pollitt 2005). Second, consumers can make use of temporal demand flexibility to opt 

for adequate tariffs or to share it with suppliers who, in turn, incentivize and employ 

flexibility potential. Such flexibility only gains value when the actor able to generate 

immediate savings from it in the wholesale market, which in both cases is the electricity 

supplier, knows about the extent of available flexibility potential. Conversely, suppliers 

must let consumers know when they request or retrieve a portion of demand flexibility. 

Such a mutual need for information in electricity supply (Watson et al. 2010, pp. 26, 31) 

— an instance of initial information asymmetry — necessitates information exchange 

between consumers and suppliers (Fridgen et al. 2014b). 

The Harmonised Electricity Market Role Model, which “covers both the wholesale and 

retail electricity markets” (ENTSO-E 2019, p. 5), distinguishes the groups of electricity 

market participants that exchange information on electricity production and consump-

tion through IS. The groups “Producer” and “Consumer” are ultimately relevant to a 

market interaction based on supply and demand flexibility because they are entitled to 
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exercise the control outlined above. Both are grid-connected parties “that contract[] 

for the right to consume or produce electricity at […] Accounting Point[s],” which are 

billed metering points12 (ENTSO-E 2019, pp. 12, 15, 18). In accordance with the model, 

agents can and do take on a mediating role; such agents include consumers’ energy con-

sultants or retail electricity suppliers without own generation who resell electricity. 

Assuming an electricity provision settled in the EOM (no necessary balancing power), 

the following parties from the ENTSO-E market role model may support or realize the 

exchange of information on demand flexibility between consumers and producers or 

need to be involved themselves: 

 The (Distribution) “System Operator” who runs and maintains the power grid 

distributing electricity in the area of a given consumer (flexible consumers — and 

particularly ‘prosumers’ — can contribute to the balance in the distribution grid, 

c.f. section 3.2.2 on self-consumption) 

 The “Grid Access Provider” who provisions a metering point on which the con-

sumer contributes demand flexibility; it could form an ‘advanced metering in-

frastructure’ encompassing smart meters and allowing for bidirectional infor-

mation exchange (Paper 1, p. 538) 

 A “Consent Administrator” who may register a consumers’ consent to contribute 

demand flexibility at a metering point 

 A “Billing Agent” who issues invoices to the consumer that could remunerate 

contributed demand flexibility 

 A “Resource Aggregator” who may gather the demand flexibility contributions 

of multiple consumers to offer that flexibility in aggregate to the wider energy 

system, namely to “a service provider for energy market services” 

Supplemental to the role model, a party outside of the electricity market may support 

the necessary information exchange. This party could be a telecommunication or in-

ternet service provider to furnish the uni- or bidirectional communication stream from 

the smart meter to the electricity supplier. 

                                                   
12  To feed into or draw electricity from the power grid, consumers and producers access it through a 

metering point, which a grid access provider furnishes and a metering point administrator keeps 
on file. One needs to distinguish a meter operator who physically maintains metering devices at 
metering points and a meter administrator who registers those meters. 
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Other parties in the market role model are concerned with balancing power: only the 

electricity supplier would involve such in the information exchange, in instances of 

avoidable balancing power. With demand flexibility as a substitute for balancing power, 

consumers allow suppliers — and indirectly producers — to adjust their market position 

and their electricity balance. 

3.2.2 Sourcing Electricity for Consumption 

Analyzing consumers’ demand flexibility suggests classifying their procurement strat-

egies, which this section will lay out in further detail: 

 Households and small commercial consumers conclude an electricity contract 

with one supplier for their entire electricity supply. This supplier can be their 

local utility or one they choose from a retail electricity market. Both groups have 

limited flexibility in loads and consumption patterns, but aggregation may help 

to achieve a significant magnitude of demand flexibility (Morstyn et al. 2018). 

 Companies and other industrial or organizational consumers have several pro-

curement options at their disposal, including electronic reverse auctions in a 

competitive retail electricity market (Paper 2). Their flexibility, which may be of 

considerable extent, depends on their sector and business model (Buhl et al. 

2019; Roesch et al. 2019). 

 Large companies can source electricity directly from generators or apply for ad-

mission to the wholesale market. A scale of consumption that would justify 

wholesale market access can imply considerable demand flexibility (except for 

rare cases of stable consumption, for instance, in data centers). 

 Consumers of any size can consider installing sources of electricity generation 

and using the generated electricity for their needs (self-consumption). 

Due to the market liberalization, most European consumers are free in selecting their 

electricity suppliers (Jamasb and Pollitt 2005). This liberty implies competitive retail 

electricity markets with electricity choice, a U.S.-originating term that denotes the 

right to choose an electricity supplier (Zhou 2017). SMEs can invite suppliers’ compe-

tition in electronic reverse auctions considering their load profiles, by which the client 

companies can conclude cost-optimal supply contracts (Paper 2). Many electricity sup-

pliers offer retail contracts with prices per kWh and potentially a basis charge, which 
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are fixed for an extended contractual period. Opposed to that, fewer suppliers offer real-

time pricing, which passes on the variable prices from the wholesale market to con-

sumers as they occur (Palensky and Dietrich 2011; Watson et al. 2013). Other time-of-

use tariffs distinguish predefined time clusters, such as ‘on-peak’, ‘shoulder-peak’, and 

‘off-peak’; they are an intermediate solution consumers can follow easier. Critical peak 

pricing is another variant that binds surcharges to high deviations from the mean load 

profile (Palensky and Dietrich 2011; Watson et al. 2013). Any time-dependent tariff 

sets an incentive to avoid consuming electricity during times of elevated prices, hence 

to reduce or postpone consumption then. Parallelly, price surcharges on peak con-

sumption support electricity suppliers in financing grid stability measures and less fa-

vorable wholesale prices (Buhl et al. 2019). 

A share of large consumers also takes the opportunity to procure electricity from the 

wholesale electricity markets themselves: large consumption can give rise to suf-

ficient economies of scale to justify their own market access. This procurement strategy 

allows such major consumers to cut out the negotiation with electricity suppliers and 

their price premium. Nonetheless, entering wholesale markets requires setting up ex-

tensive operative procedures for rolling electricity procurement and causes organiza-

tion costs. In addition, market uncertainty necessitates adequate in-house risk manage-

ment. The market access requires an admission subject to requirements set by the mar-

ket operator; it can imply collateral deposit, set up and membership fees. Although mar-

ket operators approach consumer market access differently, some of them are opening 

up markets to companies with large consumption (e.g., EPEX SPOT SE 2019). 

Other strategies allow bypassing structured electricity markets. In a strict sense, 

bilateral contracts with generators for direct electricity delivery could fall into this cat-

egory (Dong and Liu 2007). Nonetheless, rational consumers would use the competi-

tion of the retail electricity market for comparison, so they would indirectly involve a 

market. The same holds when consumers invest in installing own sources of generation 

to satisfy their electricity needs: “passive consumers are therefore becoming active 

‘prosumers’” (European Commission 2015, p. 2; Morstyn et al. 2018). All or part of the 

generated electricity can be self-consumed or stored on-site, the remainder sold and 

fed into the grid. 
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3.2.3 Self-consumption 

Self-generation and self-consumption are when owners of electricity generating units 

consume produced electricity on-site instead of feeding it into the distribution or trans-

mission grids. Hence, the generating entities supply themselves or legally connected 

respectively directly contracted associates of theirs. This self-consumption has ad-

vanced to be technically feasible in large and in small scale (Dehler et al. 2017). Often, 

self-generated electricity stems from renewable energy sources or cogeneration of heat 

and power, which are both electricity sources at relatively low variable costs. Particu-

larly in Germany, solar photovoltaic (PV) energy has achieved grid parity: self-gener-

ating a kilowatt-hour of PV electricity is cheaper than procuring one from the public 

grid (Dehler et al. 2017). “Soon, it will be cheaper for households to produce their own 

electricity through PV and store it in a battery (sometimes called ‘battery parity’)” (Fett 

et al. 2019, p. 868). 

Hence, self-consumption can stand the economic comparison to a physical electricity 

contract in cases of both residential and commercial consumption (European Commis-

sion 2015). Nevertheless, the upfront investment can impair the cost-effectiveness of 

self-consumption systems for individual consumers (Planète Energies 2018), although 

the investment necessary for renewable energy sources is bound to decline (European 

Commission 2015, p. 12). Another difficulty is “[e]nsuring that the generation and self-

consumption phases occur simultaneously […]. It is easier to achieve this balance in 

large professional facilities, such as supermarkets, farms and factories, than in house-

holds — in Europe, in any case” — because intraday generation and consumption pat-

terns match better (Planète Energies 2018). 

When an intelligent controller automatically balances the electricity generation from 

multiple energy sources and the loads locally, inside the distribution system the con-

sumer is in, this self-consumption situation meets the definition of a microgrid (Pa-

per 3, pp. 729, 731). The microgrid framework depicted in Figure 4 systematizes such 

a decentralized electricity system. Although a microgrid objective can be self-sufficient 

supply with minimal or without reliance on a public power grid, a microgrid can help 

integrate renewable energy sources and improve the efficiency and reliability of a sur-

rounding distribution system (Paper 3, p. 736). Electricity storage devices add to the 

flexibility of a microgrid and, hence, of self-consumption because a generation surplus 
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can be held on-site for later consumption. This buffered flexibility is valuable because it 

reduces the uncertainty of forecasting generation (Masa-Bote et al. 2014). 

Furthermore, consumer-led projects for cooperative self-generation are an instance and 

an application of both self-consumption and microgrids. There are residential consum-

ers who “collectively optimize their energy supply in order to increase their autonomy” 

(Paper 3, p. 736) by joining forces to form citizen energy cooperatives (Fridgen et al. 

2015a). In line with the idea of setting up a community microgrid, the members of such 

a cooperative can establish governance structures (c.f. the microgrid framework’s fourth 

layer, Figure 4) to communally share benefits and responsibilities (Rieger et al. 2016). 

 

 

Figure 4. Microgrid Framework with Information Systems Layers 

(Paper 3, Fig. 1) 
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3.2.4 Demand Response13 

Flexible electricity consumers can engage in demand side management (DSM) activi-

ties. This umbrella term describes measures that influence the magnitude or temporal 

course of electricity consumption, so to adapt (peak) electricity use to the current elec-

tricity supply (Buhl et al. 2019). DSM measures therefore mainly concern the short term 

but also extend to the long term. On the lower end of this temporal continuum, highly 

reactive balancing power is provided within seconds (Palensky and Dietrich 2011). 

Concerning the long term, DSM encompasses programs that promote permanent en-

ergy saving or efficiency measures on the part of consumers (Feuerriegel and Neumann 

2014). Figure 5 illustrates possible DSM measures and their timespan. 

Demand response (DR) measures are understood as a central DSM category. They aim 

for a rather short-term adjustment during peak periods to adapt consumption to cur-

rent generation conditions, which relieves the grid and moderates operating or procure-

ment costs (Chen and Liu 2017). Primarily by economic means of incentive payments 

(incentive-based) or variable electricity prices (price-based programs, c.f. section 3.2.2 

on retail electricity markets), electricity suppliers or system operators induce adequate 

consumption changes (Albadi and El-Saadany 2008). Moved by such market signals, 

participating electricity consumers decide autonomously to provide temporal flexibility 

(Strüker and van Dinther 2012). They adjust their consumption over minutes to days. 

Load control affects minutes to hours: technical solutions and a previous consumer 

consent allow electricity suppliers or system operators to regulate electricity consump-

tion directly, including triggering, disengaging, or shifting loads (Jazayeri et al. 2005; 

Tang et al. 2011). 

                                                   
13  The argumentation in this section is assembled and referenced along Buhl et al. (2019), as its rele-

vant section 3.1 was created in acting co-authorship of the thesis’s author. The study resulted from 
work item IV.2.1 in the SynErgie research project (c.f. footnote 6).  
N.B., the argumentation also resembles a recent publication that assembled work results from the 
SynErgie research project: Roesch et al. (2019) have therefore transferred the same line of thought, 
translated from the aforementioned study’s first edition (Bertsch et al. 2016 / not included in refer-
ences). Consequently, referencing the second edition Buhl et al. (2019), rather than Roesch et al. 
(2019), appears appropriate. 
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Figure 5. Measures of Demand Side Management 

(Adapted from Buhl et al. 2019; Palensky and Dietrich 2011) 

 

A bidirectional communication channel is necessary to convey the signals and data as-

sociated with DR measures: consumers’ smart meters transmit current and recorded 

consumption data to the electricity supplier; suppliers send price and control signals to 

consumers (Strüker and van Dinther 2012). In a household, such signals “could be en-

abled through home energy management infrastructure (e.g., gateways/smart energy 

boxes” and would affect controllable smart appliances, such as a “washing machine, 

tumble dryer[], dishwasher, refrigerator, etc.” (European Commission 2015, p. 5). 

Electricity suppliers and consumers split the necessary investment in the advanced me-

tering infrastructure (smart meters and bidirectional communications) and opera-

tional costs (maintenance, administration, billing, etc.) in different shares. In any case, 

sufficient incentives should reimburse consumers for their opportunity costs from 

granting flexibility (Albadi and El-Saadany 2008). DR is also compatible with their self-

consumption (section 3.2.3) because it “can be applied to distribute a part of a con-

sumer’s energy demand to hours of onsite renewable energy generation so as to increase 

the self-consumption rate” (European Commission 2015, p. 5). 
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Striving for adjustment not only on the demand side but on the supply side as well, the 

concept of transactive energy integrates decentrally installed energy sources. It is thus 

“a variant and a generalized form of demand response” that utilizes the “flexibility of 

distributed generation and load resources to balance supply and demand” (Chen and 

Liu 2017, pp. 10, 14). Transactive energy applies the same economic mechanisms of 

market-induced DR. It strives for continuous autonomous coordination of a power sys-

tem’s decentral elements (Chen and Liu 2017, p. 17). This characteristic resembles the 

microgrid concept (section 3.2.3), except that an intelligent controller could be virtual-

ized. 

3.3 Information Systems in (Smart) Electricity Grids 

Due to extensive liberalization, European electricity markets have evolved from supply 

monopolies to competitive retail and wholesale market structures with complex regu-

lation, manifold market instruments, and cross-border interconnection — all of which 

necessitates information processing. The electricity industry — the German electricity 

system in particular — is challenged to automate processes, to integrate renewable en-

ergy sources and to progress toward smart grids (Brandt 2016; Ketter et al. 2018). In 

today’s environment of increasingly distributed, intermittent energy sources, the con-

cepts of DR, transactive energy, microgrids, and a smart grid all address similar chal-

lenges with slightly distinct approaches. 

“The contemporary concept of smart grids refers to electricity networks, distribution 

grids in particular, which […] integrate information systems allowing for autonomous 

or semi-autonomous planning, monitoring, and coordination” (Paper 3, p. 730; 

Schwaegerl and Tao 2014). Electrical engineering recognized the information aspect in 

(smart) electricity grid operation at an early stage (c.f. the Smart Grid Architecture 

Model — Brandt 2016). Interviewed experts have related the microgrid and smart grid 

disciplines (Appendix 6 to Paper 3, no. 3) and characterized microgrids as “miniature 

smart grids.” The IS layers ‘Information & Communication Infrastructure’ and ‘Appli-

cation Systems’ are positioned centrally in the microgrid framework (Figure 4). They 

therefore give a representative impression of the role information systems take in elec-

tricity grids. 
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The emergence of smart grids already influences the electricity market roles, particu-

larly considering the need for accelerated and digitalized information exchange (Brandt 

2016). System operators (Paper 3, p. 734), electricity suppliers, and other market actors 

alike hence rely on automatization and decision support algorithms to fulfill their roles 

in the electricity market. Notably, this applies to the exchange and processing of infor-

mation on demand flexibility (as in DR programs, for instance), self-consumption, and 

grid feed-in from microgrids (Paper 3). Information systems open up these previously 

unknown opportunities and reduce transaction costs (Watson et al. 2013, pp. 2 f.). 

An example of the enabling role of digitalization is the emerging peer-to-peer electricity 

trade: “information systems have driven the development of a ‘sharing economy’ also 

in the electricity sector and can enable previously passive consumers to directly trade 

solar electricity in local communities” (Wörner et al. 2019, p. 1). By participating in ad-

equate digital processes, such prosumers can market distributed, self-generated elec-

tricity more profitably, at the same time coordinating it more effectively and circum-

venting electricity suppliers (Morstyn et al. 2018). Such peer-to-peer electricity trade 

has debuted in microgrids — namely, in the “Brooklyn Microgrid” and “in [Walenstadt,] 

Switzerland” (Wörner et al. 2019, pp. 4, 15). 

The use of cloud services is an enabler of digitalization in the energy sector that also 

merits being singled out. Electricity generation, consumption, and trading entail decen-

tral, significant amounts of data, as well as information exchange and decisions in real 

time (Ketter et al. 2018). These result in technical requirements for which cloud services 

with their rapid scalability und location-independent addressability are well suited. 

Cloud computing technology generally has made its way into practice across industries, 

speeding up processes, and improving analytical efficiency. Corresponding research 

strives for cloud computing concepts that assist in the energy transition becoming a 

reality. Bera et al. (2015) and Markovic et al. (2013) summarize challenges for such 

concepts for smart electricity grids and point out research directions. 
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4 Flexibility in Cloud Computing Markets 

4.1 Service Character of Cloud Computing 

Cloud computing means obtaining data processing power, data storage, development 

environments, or ready-built applications from a remote provider on-demand via in-

ternet connections. The cloud metaphor has been coined to denote the nebular appear-

ance of the provisioning hardware resources and their physical location to the cus-

tomer, who cannot visually follow the service production after having handed over data 

via internet connections. 

A frequently cited cloud computing definition is from the National Institute of Stand-

ards and Technology (NIST): “Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, 

convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing re-

sources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly 

provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interac-

tion” (Mell and Grance 2011, p. 2). 

To structure cloud services, one typically distinguishes (Mell and Grance 2011): 

 Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 

 Platform as a Service (PaaS) 

 Software as a Service (SaaS) 

A model of layers is the logic connecting these categories, each one building on the pre-

vious. IaaS depicts technological resources, predominantly processing power and data 

storage. PaaS describes servers running accessible standard operating systems, pre-

established databases, or development environments that automatically route the pro-

grammed algorithms through IaaS. SaaS means ready-built applications provisioned on 

a PaaS observable or hidden to the customer (Mell and Grance 2011). 

Such offerings are commonly labeled ‘(cloud computing) services’ because, as an eco-

nomic activity of theirs, providers offer functions of value to the customers. Likewise, 

the providers sell scalable functionality as virtual goods instead of separable items.14 

Because one can only consume cloud services at the moment of provisioning, they form 

                                                   
14  ‘Inseparability’ is a service characteristic, according to Stoshikj et al. (2016, p. 213). 
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a part of nonstorable intangibles (section 2.1.2). One trades them like nonphysical 

goods in bilateral contracts (Dong and Liu 2007; section 4.2) or on cloud exchanges 

(section 4.3.1). 

Customers outsource their IT resource needs to cloud providers; they ‘buy’ instead of 

‘make’ the required technical functionality (Matros et al. 2009). They end up sharing 

the physical hardware producing the cloud computing services (resource pooling). Be-

cause cloud providers furnish such services to many customers, they are typically able 

to offer at lower prices than the costs of making incurred to typical customers. Thus, the 

providers rely on a classic economies-of-scale effect (Matros et al. 2009). Larger pro-

viders benefit from more significant scale effects, which further strengthens their cost 

advantages and market power (Bestavros and Krieger 2014). 

The cost advantages customers can achieve by relying on cloud services today take a 

large part from decreased costs of own data storage hardware, which revises earlier 

findings (Berendes et al. 2013). Over recent years, an eminent trend of decreasing costs 

has applied to hard disks and solid-state drives. The decisive factor has been an increas-

ing supply, which has aligned with rapid data growth (Coughlin 2018). Volumes have 

been growing exponentially, due to demand from data-intensive Big Data applications 

such as Artificial Intelligence, amongst others. Data storage services in cloud data cen-

ters can fulfill this demand. 

4.2 Provider-Customer Interaction 

Analyzing the market for cloud services, one needs to distinguish two levels: First, the 

central portion of the market is the total of all providers competing for contracts in 

individual customer dialogue. Predominantly, they present their offerings on their 

online platforms and websites. There, customers can either enter into commercial ne-

gotiations or order ready-made cloud services according to an offering and their de-

mand. 

Typically, such offerings are heterogeneous, with only main features corresponding to 

cloud service categories being similar. This traditional model is equivalent to financial 

over-the-counter contracting (Công Bùi 2017, p. 2), which does not necessitate stand-

ardization. Concluded contracts base on either “Pay as you go” or “Fixed End” pricing 

models (Vaske 2015). The former case means that an hourly price is charged only for 
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periods of use. A fixed-end contract, on the other hand, specifies a period for which 

cloud services are made available regardless of the final use (Vaske 2015). 

Second, there is a relatively growing share of marketplaces on which multiple provid-

ers offer easily comparable products (Keller and König 2014). Those platforms are neu-

tral to a multitude of providers, given that they fulfill minimum criteria, and open an 

additional sales channel to them. Following the platform-economics logic (Slavova and 

Constantinides 2017), the marketplaces take an intermediary role between providers 

and customers, reducing those groups’ search and transaction costs. Comparative plat-

forms that enable customers to select from multiple providers’ offerings fall into a low 

development stage. In a higher development stage, platforms standardize offerings and 

thus enable commoditized exchange trade of cloud services (section 4.3.1). Auction 

mechanisms can facilitate this trade and award a customer’s tender to the provider 

with the lowest price offer, often accompanied by automated contract conclusion or 

‘brokered’ service initiation (Bassem and Bestavros 2016). Then, “the contract between 

provider and consumer is put in force at the time the usage is starting and the price at 

that specific moment” (Muhss et al. 2011, p. 4). 

However, “[w]hile the operational costs incurred by providers are dynamic – they vary 

over time depending on factors such as energy cost, cooling strategies, and aggregate 

demand – the pricing models extended to customers are typically fixed – they are static 

over time and independent of aggregate demand” (Ishakian et al. 2012, p. 374). Cus-

tomers’ temporal demand flexibility could therefore help providers economize their 

service production costs while customers could generate cost savings. Dynamic pricing 

mechanisms (section 4.3.3) are a precondition to employing temporal demand flexibil-

ity in the cloud market, giving customers cost-saving incentives. Customers would also 

expect guarantees that their jobs will be executed (Ishakian et al. 2012, p. 375). 

A spot market with dynamic lowest-price quotations would result from a sufficient 

standardization and trading volume (c.f. section 4.3.2) on such exchange-based plat-

forms; transparency to the customers would be its benefit. Besides, market participants 

on both sides could profit from saving time and costs compared to drawn-out market 

studies or negotiations. In the future, customers could then hedge their price risk 

through derivative instruments on cloud resources — namely forwards, futures, or op-

tions. A true cloud spot market with a multitude of providers does not currently exist, 

as the following study of cloud market offerings will show. 
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4.3 Cloud Market Offerings 

4.3.1 Cloud Exchanges 

The trading of cloud services on exchange-like markets is a novel approach, which has 

developed within the recent ten years. To date, there are few such markets, and they 

do not include every conceivable cloud service category. “Recent attempts, such as the 

Deutsche Börse Cloud Exchange, the Cloud Commodities Exchange Group, and the 

Massachusetts Open Cloud Exchange, have opened the IaaS markets to smaller pro-

viders, thus increasing the market dynamics” (Paper 4, p. 2). 

Deutsche Börse Cloud Exchange AG was the first platform for trading standard-

ized IaaS resources, such as computing and data storage capacities. Market participants 

were able to register gradually from early 2014 (beta launch) through Januar 2016. 

Trade was only open between May 2015 (official launch) and March 2016 when the joint 

venture’s shareholders decided to discontinue operations (Herrmann 2016). 

Organizations participating in the market had the opportunity to offer excess capacity 

or to request resources. The resources were sufficiently standardized (section 4.3.2) to 

facilitate direct selection and commissioning over the platform. Due to a manual selec-

tion procedure instead of automated allocation, however, it was also possible to con-

sider other criteria from a vendor’s description. For the cloud service delivery, both 

sides then connected to the platform as an intermediary: Deutsche Börse Cloud Ex-

change handled access through a central application programming interface (API) or 

middleware, which claimed compatibility with every technological variant of the mar-

ket-participating providers and customers. As an intermediary, Deutsche Börse Cloud 

Exchange also verified the quality of the providers’ offerings in a quality and security 

testing procedure. Furthermore, it took care of the service level monitoring and pay-

ment fulfillment (Vaske 2015). 

Based on Watzl et al. (2011) and Watzl (2014), CCEX Cloud Commodities Ex-

change GmbH followed with the aim to standardize cloud computing resources in a 

way to make them exchange-tradeable globally, similarly to traditional commodities. 

Watzl (2014) designed a framework of standards for cloud exchanges that CCEX as an 

independent entity intended to license to existing exchanges worldwide (Công Bùi 

2017). As of 2019, the standard development and funding of the initiative are in course, 
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but available information and the market appearance are limited to the previous stand 

(Winkler 2019). 

Meanwhile, the North American derivatives exchange group Chicago Mercantile Ex-

change announced setting up an on-demand marketplace for cloud resources, UCX 

Universal Compute Xchange (Công Bùi 2017). As of 2019, this platform has been 

set up, and registration is possible even though website information like company news 

is not current (UCX 2017). UCX mainly features IaaS offerings ready for a “single pro-

curement across multiple providers” (Stage2Data 2019). UCX (2017) describes its role 

as “a consultative intermediary between buyers and sellers of cloud storage/compute 

resource[s].” At “no cost to buyers for transaction or execution,” it “enables organiza-

tions to specify the type, amount, location, storage capacity, and contract term required, 

and then choose from multiple [cloud providers’] bids to purchase highly secure certi-

fied compute resources” (UCX 2017). 

All initiatives mentioned above have been limited to the establishment of spot markets. 

Derivative instruments equipped for price hedging were discussed to be subject to a 

later implementation (Công Bùi 2017; UCX 2017). Available information suggests that 

cloud marketplaces first need greater liquidity and dissemination to justify the intro-

duction of a derivatives trade, thus to shape “a true financial exchange where buyers 

and sellers can trade cloud and compute resources, and futures” like it is common for 

other commodities (UCX 2017). 

The public-funded project Massachusetts Open Cloud bases on Desnoyers et al.’s 

(2015) ‘Open Cloud Exchange’ marketplace model. Similar to the approaches laid out 

above, combining offerings of multiple providers is this model’s main feature. However, 

those providers would conclude contracts and charge independently. Still, this model 

should enable customers to select and switch providers and offerings more quickly as 

compared to a single-provider cloud (Bestavros and Krieger 2014, p. 73). It would 

therefore fall in the low-development category of a comparative platform. So far, the 

Massachusetts Open Cloud project has taken a focus on academic research on technical 

realization before debuting a public cloud marketplace (Xu and Baron 2017). 

As apparent from these observable cases, the attempt to introduce cloud exchanges to 

the market has not proven successful yet. It is unclear whether there will be continued 

attempts in the future and if they prove successful at later phases of the developing 
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cloud computing market. Trading cloud computing capacity in a standardized, multi-

provider auction has not become a paradigm yet. 

Analysts have considered the concept of vendor-neutral cloud exchanges too early for 

the current phase of the cloud computing market (Herrmann 2016). Deutsche Börse 

Cloud Exchange was open to companies, not accepting private individual registrants. 

One of the reasons the market purposedly was bound to close down was that the real-

time trade was of no use to companies for whom long-term contract conditions were 

more beneficial in terms of price safety or contracts tailored to individual needs. Other 

companies that had already entered long-term contracts could not take part in real-time 

trade while the market was open (Herrmann 2016). Consequently, the market would 

most appeal to cloud providers with a need for real-time adjustment of their available 

capacity, for instance, SaaS and PaaS providers relying on sufficient IaaS resources. 

Other IaaS providers would offer excess capacity. In contrast, adequate demand was 

questionable; the supply side and the demand side purposedly were in inbalance. Other 

problems were Deutsche Börse Cloud Exchange’s centralized API/middleware and a 

claimed fee of 15 percent (Công Bùi 2017). 

4.3.2 Product Standardization 

Standardization is key to commoditization (Muhss et al. 2011, p. 1). Traditional com-

modities — mined metals, agricultural products such as coffee and soybeans, and fossil 

energy resources such as oil and coal — had to complete this development of “increas-

ing homogeneity” (Reimann et al. 2010, p. 188) to become exchange-tradeable. This 

requirement also applies to cloud offerings: “In order to establish a broader market for 

cloud computing, offers must be made comparable” (Berndt and Watzl 2013, p. 356). 

From preconditions for arbitrary products to become exchange-tradeable, four are ob-

servable and applicable to cloud services (an extension to Muhss et al. 2011): 

a. Homogenous functionality in terms of consistent variants and characteristics, 

b. Sufficient supply in terms of available resources, 

c. Uniform contracts including universal service level agreements, and 

d. Harmonized technical access. 

Homogenizing the functionality and the characteristics of cloud services spans a 

broad range: relatively simple, definite units of measurement form a standard for data 
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storage (notwithstanding ancillary functional requirements like redundancy). At the 

same time, PaaS and SaaS are subject to complex, heterogeneous requirements (Rep-

schlaeger et al. 2012; Walther et al. 2012). Therefore, standardization will tend to occur 

on the foundational cloud service layer — IaaS — but is not ruled out for PaaS and SaaS. 

To improve the comparability of data processing services, Deutsche Börse Cloud Ex-

change and individual providers such as Amazon Web Services have introduced the 

concept of ‘virtual machines’ that deliver comparable performance, no matter what 

hardware is provisioning their service. CCEX recognized that some corporate customers 

required very company-specific cloud services that one would hardly be able to stand-

ardize. Therefore, CCEX has focused on areas of offerings “that are relatively easy to 

standardize, such as object storage for images and documents or […] a large number of 

standard computing operations for [scientific] data analyses” (Công Bùi 2017, p. 3). 

Sufficient supply to meet demand is a criterion according to market principles. The 

volume and frequency of completed trades determine the market liquidity (Chordia et 

al. 2001). Veritable market prices result from sufficient liquidity, which can be a chal-

lenge for emerging cloud exchanges: Deutsche Börse Cloud Exchange faced the issue of 

gaining sufficient liquidity in its marketplace (section 4.3.1). 

Cloud exchanges can make templates for uniform contracts available to customers 

and potentially oblige providers to use them. Service level agreements with clauses on 

“availability, response times and utilization” (Muhss et al. 2011, p. 2), among others, 

are commonly used in information systems outsourcing (Ishakian et al. 2012, p. 390). 

Furthermore, exchange operators can assure the quality of service delivery of listed pro-

viders: Deutsche Börse Cloud Exchange took efforts to verify the quality of providers’ 

offerings on the exchange in a quality and security testing procedure. 

Protocols for harmonized technical access, taking the role of the delivery model 

for cloud services, have been solidly developed in reference models and the TCP/IP 

stack — for example, “FTP, HTTP or SMTP protocols and […] access […], describe […] 

and publish services” (Muhss et al. 2011, p. 1). Deutsche Börse Cloud Exchange realized 

the access via a central interface compatible with any customer’s technology. Such doc-

umented APIs can harmonize the technical access to any cloud services and even “en-

able the dynamic exchange of commoditized SaaS services” (Paper 4, p. 2; Lewis 2013; 

Loutas et al. 2011). 
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Emerging cloud exchanges took different approaches to product standardiza-

tion. Deutsche Börse Cloud Exchange intended a standardization not only of product 

variants but also of the quality of service delivery. Strikingly, Desnoyers et al. (2015) 

have not included product standardization in the Open Cloud Exchange model. In-

stead, this model allows “competing services and solutions that are differentiated […] 

by the features they offer, […] by their applicability to particular applications, their of-

ferings’ reliability, price, or security, and other characteristics” (Bestavros and Krieger 

2014, p. 73). Nonetheless, the authors see technical preconditions for a provider-neu-

tral, multisided marketplace that are in part subsumable under ‘harmonized technical 

access’ (Bestavros and Krieger 2014, 75 f.): 

 A services directory that “enables the identification of instances of comput[ing], 

storage, and other services to fulfill a customer request” 

 A user interface that lists “information such as reputation, ranking, price” 

 Automation “minimizing the need for human intervention,” providing orches-

tration as well as request generation, handling, and tracking 

 Scheduling software that virtualizes the shared provisioning of physical hard-

ware and that handles “constraints to limit liability or access” 

 Operations software “to control core infrastructure and services” and to update 

the information to market participants 

 Metering and billing processes 

 Technical compatibility, for instance via APIs 

Even though exchange tradeability may be difficult to reach for some emerging ex-

changes, this does not restrict individual cloud providers from building standardized 

offerings. The leading provider Amazon Web Services pioneered a uniform product 

when releasing its Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) in 2006. Its idea is to supply data pro-

cessing in virtual computing units. No matter what actual hardware is behind them, 

host systems in data centers deliver multiple virtual machines, each with comparable 

performance. Virtualization software simulates equipping the virtual machines with a 

processing unit (acting as computing power) and memory (as a data buffer) that are 

comparable to a physical server’s specifications (Paper 4). The specifications allow vir-

tual machines to run a Linux or Microsoft Windows operating system. Consequently, 

they allow usage that matches a standalone server, except that customers access virtual 

machines remotely through an API instead of physically on their premises. 
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4.3.3 Dynamic Pricing 

The overall revenue in the worldwide cloud market has increased considerably in recent 

years, reflecting a substantially growing demand for cloud services. “Through 2022, [the 

research and advisory firm] Gartner projects the market size and growth of the cloud 

services industry at nearly three time[s] the growth of overall IT services;” in particular, 

IaaS resources are in exponentially growing demand (Costello 2019). 

Besides the overall revenue development in the cloud market, the increasing market 

dynamics encompass dynamic pricing (Paper 4, p. 2 f.). Marketing/e-commerce re-

search has introduced dynamic pricing as the situational adjustment of offer prices to 

changing conditions (Gönsch et al. 2009); it has since been widely applied in practice. 

By dynamically pricing cloud services, providers can incentivize customers “to express 

workload scheduling flexibilities that may benefit them as well as providers” (Ishakian 

et al. 2012, p. 374). Amazon Web Services (AWS) thus offer spot instances that reflect 

their EC2 capacity utilization in dynamic pricing. “Spot Instance prices are set by Ama-

zon EC2 and adjust gradually based on long-term trends in supply and demand for Spot 

Instance capacity […] for each region and instance type” (Amazon Web Services 2019). 

Although it is not a multisided market forming prices and AWS restrict transparency 

of their pricing algorithm, reverse engineering has identified price-influencing factors 

(Ben-Yehuda et al. 2013) and auction mechanisms used similarly as in exchange trading 

(Cheng et al. 2016). Essentially resembling such an exchange auction, AWS’ algorithm 

yields prices for spot instances that observably have been changing several times an 

hour. These fluctuating cloud service prices, which could resemble volatile spot prices 

known in wholesale electricity markets, enable efforts to profit from elastic demand and 

to consume at lower costs. 

Paper 4 has based its option model and stochastic process on the distribution of EC2 

spot instance prices obtained from the Spot Price Archive (Javadi et al. 2011). This re-

pository has made a data set with prices from the years 2009 through 2016 available.15 

Table 1, with descriptive statistics on two years of EC2’s cloud spot instance operation, 

illustrates its pricing dynamics. 

                                                   
15  Unfortunately, the repository has not included any EC2 spot prices from 2017 on. The following data 

analysis is, therefore, restricted to available 2015–2016 data from the Spot Price Archive. 
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics for a two-year series of EC2 spot prices 

(Own computation based on data from the Spot Price Archive) 

 

The historical data analyzed in Table 1 relates to the EC2 spot instance “m1.xlarge”, 

hosted in AWS’ North Virginia data center in their “us-east-1” region (Amazon Web Ser-

vices 2019). “This type of cloud service encompasses a Linux operating system, 4 vir-

tual cores, 15 gigabytes of RAM, 350 gigabytes of hard-disk space, and high network 

 

Jan–Jun 

2015 

Jul–Dec  

2015 

Jan–Jun 

2016 

Jul–Dec 

2016 

Overall 

Hourly spot prices [US¢] 
    

Observations [count] 4,343 4,416 4,368 4,392 17,519 

Arithmetic mean 3.48 5.26 4.40 3.97 4.28 

Volatility 0.60 1.19 0.31 0.35 0.96 

Minimum 3.20  3.20  3.92  3.38  3.20  

First quartile 3.21  4.69  4.18  3.57  3.52  

Median 3.21  5.07  4.35  4.01  4.26  

Third quartile 3.22  5.55  4.59  4.24  4.69  

Maximum 8.35  40.00  7.85  5.09  40.00 

Hour-to-hour returns [%] 
    

Geometric mean 0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.00 

Volatility [pp] 3.34 14.13 2.10 1.40 7.42 

Minimum -61.56  -83.66  -19.72  -11.32  -83.66  

First quartile 0.00  -2.16  -1.01  -0.48  -0.69  

Median 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  

Third quartile 0.00  2.08  0.94  0.29  0.57  

Maximum 

 

89.94  490.22  24.82  11.51  490.22  

Volatility over longer 

periods [pp] 

 6 months 1.40 

  12 months 1.80 

 18 months 8.33 

24 months 7.42 

 

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics for Time Series of EC2 Spot Prices 
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performance” (Paper 4, p. 4).16 With the m1.xlarge instance, AWS restrains from opti-

mizing any of these components at the expense of the others; hence, customers use this 

instance for general purposes (Amazon Web Services 2019). 

The data set spans from 1 January 2015 through 30 December 2016, comprising prices 

and according price changes, so-called returns17 (Paper 4, p. 5). The obtained historical 

price and return series includes every hour of every day (24 per day, except for the first 

day; 17,519 over the entire period). Such hourly time increments allow for best compar-

ison, as cloud customers and providers typically plan Iaas and PaaS service usage on an 

hourly basis (Muhss et al. 2011, p. 3). Similarly, the minimum unit, in which Amazon 

Web Services (2019) and Microsoft Azure (2019) charge costs, is by the hour.18 Table 1 

presents descriptive statistics on this data set. Observed prices per computing hour 

reached values as low as 3.20 US cents and as high as 40.00 US cents. 

Current and previously self-obtained information for this thesis allows for sporadic 

reference on the spot price magnitude of the m1.xlarge instance19 in North Virginia: In 

November and December 2019, the price has been stable at 3.50 US cents per hour 

(Amazon Web Services 2019). This price resembles the arithmetic mean of hourly spot 

prices between January and June 2015 (Table 1) and equals the arithmetic mean of 

hourly spot prices between January and February 2018. In contrast, spot prices between 

June and August 2017 were elevated and averaged 4.62 US cents per hour. 

In Paper 4’s simulation, the volatility of hour-to-hour returns allowed temporal demand 

flexibility in cloud computing to generate relative cost savings of 1.5 percent on average, 

thus considerably “exploiting about 40 percent of the existing savings potential” (Pa-

per 4, p. 12). 

  

                                                   
16  Accessed in 2017, this information was obtained from a previous version of Amazon Web Services 

(2019)’s website “Amazon EC2 Spot Instances Pricing.” 
17  Paper 4 expresses the spot price change relatively, as the ratio of the new spot price S (in t+1) divided 

by the previous (hour t’s) spot price, subtracting 1 to gain a decimal fraction: “𝑅(𝑡) =
𝑆(𝑡+1)

𝑆(𝑡)
− 1.” 

18  Because Amazon Web Services (2019) update the price display to customers “every 5 minutes,” they 

can alter EC2 spot prices in differing increments of below (or above) one hour. Assuming an hourly 
planning basis facilitates comparison. 

19  Note that today, Amazon Web Services (2019) label the m1.xlarge instance “General Purpose - Pre-

vious Generation.” This obsolescence could imply a less frequent or even frozen spot price quotation. 
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5 Conclusion 

5.1 Contribution, Limitations, and Outlook 

This work has studied temporal demand flexibility in procuring exchange-traded goods. 

It has thus selected two markets that could make beneficial use of short-term elastic 

demand: the first is the already established, liberalized European electricity market; 

the second is the rapidly growing international cloud computing market. If one regards 

services as intangible goods, both electricity and cloud computing are nonstorable 

goods, which require immediate consumption on completion of the production. 

Whereas cloud services are, by definition, fulfilled on-demand, instantly using electric-

ity is preferable to transforming and storing it in another energy form. Energy and ef-

ficiency losses during a cycle transformation give the reason. 

Therefore, the insight that temporal demand flexibility bears value (even) under uncer-

tain price development is common to both of the studied environments. When market 

prices vary, it is possible to fulfill time-independent requirements to produce or con-

sume a given product or service at lower prices. This thesis has contributed approaches 

to recognizing and evaluating the particular value of temporal demand flexibility in the 

electricity (Paper 1) and cloud computing markets (Paper 4). Information systems for 

supporting customers’ and suppliers’ decisions could integrate the developed real op-

tion models and analytical algorithms. Real-time price signals and adequate incentives 

can then induce changes in consumption behavior necessary to seize demand flexibility. 

Both markets are currently evolving and quote volatile prices in exchange-like auctions. 

The involvement of information systems and technology, which offers the merit of re-

ducing transaction costs, is facilitating regular trade. Cloud computing services are vir-

tual goods with rather simple fulfillment via internet connections, but also in the elec-

tricity market, information systems enable higher productivity and new operating mod-

els such as microgrids. Current developments make it more likely for these two markets 

to be interrelated or connected in the future. Consequently, this thesis has provided an 

outlook on market structures that may become even more relevant in the future. 

In cloud computing, provider-neutral exchange structures have not succeeded in be-

coming a standard yet. In light of all kinds of commodities, exchange trading of cloud 
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services is still an exception. This drawback limits the practical value of Paper 4’s ap-

proach to evaluate demand flexibility to the IaaS market, for AWS EC2 spot instances 

in particular. Nonetheless, a trend towards standardization makes cloud computing a 

candidate for commoditization and prospective exchange trading. 

In the electricity market, Paper 1’s approach supports electricity suppliers and — po-

tentially — companies with large electricity consumption in evaluating demand flexi-

bility. Its limitation is the necessary access to the wholesale market with (near) real-

time prices. Other commercial and individual consumers can shape their demand flex-

ibility in different ways. Firstly, electricity consumers can install own (renewable) en-

ergy sources to produce electricity: the opportunity to self-consume improves their flex-

ibility in scheduling and sourcing the residual demand. With this prerequisite or inde-

pendently, they can participate in a microgrid, which balances decentralized electricity 

consumption and distribution. Paper 3 has structured design options for microgrids. 

Its research directions, raised in an interdisciplinary literature review and expert in-

terviews, now encourage the business and information systems engineering discipline 

to provide integrated perspectives that connect established technological solutions and 

business models for microgrids. 

Secondly, SMEs can optimize their electricity costs by auctioning their load profiles on 

electronic platforms. Through an electronic reverse auction, a client company is likely 

to reduce its electricity costs: i. if it has stable consumption (or ii. an increased con-

sumption share during off-peak hours) iii. in a total voltage between 1 and 75 kilovolts, 

and obviously, iv. if more bidders compete for the supply contract (Paper 2). Beyond 

these four factors, Paper 2’s mixed methods research approach has found the date of 

contract conclusion and the companies’ sector to significantly influence the net elec-

tricity price as an electronic reverse auction’s outcome. 

The microeconomic perspective this thesis takes in studying individual supplier-con-

sumer relationships is a general limitation: 

 If many market participants make use of temporal demand flexibility, their be-

havior could either conflict, or influence and potentially smooth prices. In such 

situations on cloud or electricity markets, market uncertainty or the value of 

demand flexibility could shrink. 
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 If many electricity consumers participate in microgrids, operating and financing 

public electricity systems could become more challenging. Their operators could 

struggle to balance microgrids in grid-connected mode when necessary. 

 If many companies procure their electricity from electronic reverse auctions, 

price-influencing factors may change. 

Information systems take an ever-growing role in shaping and evaluating demand-side 

flexibility in electricity and cloud computing markets. Due to their nonstorability, pro-

curing goods from the corresponding spot markets means consuming instantly. In such 

cases, sharing temporal demand flexibility can benefit both suppliers and customers. 

It also means additional decision options and complexity. This thesis has construc-

tively contributed to understanding and embracing new possibilities opened up by IS, 

such as electronic spot markets and exchange trade, electronic reverse auctions, auto-

mated load shifting decisions, and microgrids. 

5.2 Acknowledgment of Previous and Related Work 

On all research projects and papers, the thesis’s author worked with colleagues at the 

University of Bayreuth, the Project Group Business and Information Systems Engi-

neering of the Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Information Technology (FIT), and the 

Research Center Finance and Information Management (FIM). The research also built 

on previous and related work conducted within these organizations. 

Paper 1 continued the work of Fridgen et al. (2014a) and (2015b), who introduced a 

stochastic process as a prerequisite for evaluating temporal demand flexibility with a 

real options model. Feedback from presenting and discussing both papers at confer-

ences permitted to revise and extend the research paper for submission to a Jourqual 

category A journal. The discussion of ROA requirements by Ullrich (2013) contributed 

to Paper 1’s methodological foundation. Diepold et al. (2009) had introduced the meth-

odological idea and laid commendable foundations for real options application in mul-

tiple subsequent contexts at the FIM Research Center. 

Paper 2 referenced Paper 1 (Fridgen et al. 2016b) when establishing the proposition 

that “electricity consumed during peak periods is more expensive than electricity con-

sumed during off-peak periods” (Paper 2, Table 1). Apart from that, Paper 2 has com-
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menced a new research stream on electronic reverse auctions for electricity procure-

ment, which integrates into the Green IS field (Seidel et al. 2017) and which was in part 

conducted in the SynErgie research project (c.f. acknowledgment in footnote 6, p. 17). 

Paper 3 carried on the microgrid research stream that included the following work: first, 

Fridgen et al. (2015a) considered trade-offs between economic, ecologic, and social ob-

jectives in energy cooperatives. Second, Rieger et al. (2016) simulated DR cooperation 

in a residential microgrid and its effects on the energy system. Third, Fridgen et al. 

(2018) studied options for electricity pricing in residential microgrids. On this founda-

tion, Paper 3 structured microgrid knowledge and future research directions. 

Paper 4 transferred Paper 1’s approach (Fridgen et al. 2016b) to the cloud computing 

market. Again, Ullrich’s (2013) work contributed to the methodological foundation of 

the real options model. Klaus et al. (2014) had already applied ROA to evaluate service 

providers’ flexibility. The cloud computing market, in particular, had previously been 

studied by Matros et al. (2009) and Berendes et al. (2013), who advised on the decision 

between procuring a computing service from a cloud provider and self-producing it. 

Eymann et al. (2006), Buhl et al. (2009), and Keller and König (2014) identified gen-

eral selection and risk management approaches when procuring service-oriented com-

puting from grids (the cloud forerunner) and the cloud market. Finally, Fridgen et al. 

(2017) — later followed by Thimmel et al. (2019) — designed an approach for smooth-

ing data centers’ electricity consumption by spatially distributing the cloud services 

production. 

Consequently, this thesis aligns well with the preceding work outlined above. It has 

continued successful research streams relating to microgrids and demand flexibility in 

electricity markets, also integrating existing knowledge on elastic consumption in data 

centers and the real options methodology. Additionally, the thesis has contributed to 

new streams on electronic reverse auctions for electricity procurement and temporal 

demand flexibility in cloud computing markets. 
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20  Papers 1–4 can be found in the supplement. Kindly note that the text formatting and the reference 

style may differ from published papers, to allow for a consistent layout. There is a separate reference 
section, as well as a separate numbering of figures, tables, and footnotes for each paper. 

21  (Continued on next page.) 
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Scheduling Flexible Demand in Cloud Computing Spot Markets: A Real Options Ap-
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7.2 Declaration of Co-authorship and Individual Contribution 

The following pages outline the individual contribution of all co-authors to the research 

papers included in this thesis. Signed copies declaring the authors’ contributions to each 

paper have been submitted with this thesis. For this section, their content has been 

partially translated from German originals into English. 
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Paper 1 — Providing Utility to Utilities: The Value of Information Systems 

Enabled Flexibility in Electricity Consumption 

The thesis’s author co-authored this research paper with Gilbert Fridgen, Lukas Häfner, 

and Christian König. The co-authors have opted for alphabetical name order and have 

contributed to the paper as described below. 

Gilbert Fridgen (co-author) 

• The share of Prof. Dr. Gilbert Fridgen essentially consists of the idea and 
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• He provided coaching for the novice PhD students, his experience and 
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Lukas Häfner (co-author) 

• Lukas Häfner’s share is mainly characterized by its quantitative focus. 

• He substantially elaborated the model, including its formal representation 
and description. 

• In addition, he contributed a fundamental revision of the literature review. 

Christian König (co-author) 

• The share of Dr. Christian König essentially consists of his initial coaching 
in the paper process and his initial feedback on methodology and presen-
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• He also contributed experience to ensure relevance and readability for the 
target audience. 

Thomas Sachs (co-author) 

• Thomas Sachs’s share consists of the elaboration of the real options meth-
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corresponding and further paper sections. 

• He contributed to developing the hour-ahead model and implemented the 
simulation for the model’s evaluation. 

• On this basis, he realized the sensitivity analysis conceptually and pro-
grammatically. 
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Paper 2 — Electronic Markets for Electricity Procurement by Small and 

Medium-Sized Enterprises: Determining Price-Impacting Factors and 

their Influence on the Outcome of Electronic Reverse Auctions 

The thesis’s author co-authored this research paper with Henry Höckendorf and Gil-

bert Fridgen. The co-authors have contributed to the paper as described below. 

Henry Höckendorf (co-author) 

• Research idea and realization, motivation for the Green IS field 

• Design of the mixed methods research approach and literature review,  
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• Qualitative study: preparation, realization and analysis of six expert inter-
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• Quantitative study: real-world data acquisition, linear regression and sta-
tistical testing 

Thomas Sachs (co-author) 

• Supervision during master thesis, guidance and continuous collaboration 

• Co-design of the mixed methods approach, methodological revision for 
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• Comprehensive revision and streamlining of content and structure for 
journal submission 

• Sporadic complementation, for instance to the discussion of findings 

Gilbert Fridgen (subordinate co-author) 

• Supervision and scientific guidance 

• Participation in research topic and method development 

• Contribution of experience and feedback 
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Paper 3 — Framing Microgrid Design from a Business and Information 

Systems Engineering Perspective: A Framework and Agenda for Research 

The thesis’s author co-authored this research paper with Anna Gründler, Milos Rusic, 

and Gilbert Fridgen. The co-authors have contributed to the paper as described below 

— the name order representing the extent of authorship. 

Thomas Sachs (leading co-author) 

• Participation in method and model development (the framework’s struc-
ture and elements), provision of feedback in the context of the master the-
sis project 

• Elaboration of objectives (section 1) and section 5 on evaluation results 

• Supplementation of the literature base 

• Joint elaboration of the text version for the initial BISE journal submission 

• Comprehensive development of the essay for publication, including revi-
sion of all sections during the four-round review process 

 Anna Gründler (subordinate co-author) 

• SOTA research and structuring, conception of the model and its elements 
(section 4) 

• Interview organization, realization and analysis to evaluate and identify 
research gaps (section 6) 

• Joint elaboration of the text version for the initial BISE journal submission 

• Participation in the development of the essay for publication, in particular 
section 5 on evaluation results 

 Milos Rusic (subordinate co-author) 

• SOTA research and structuring, conception of the model and its elements 
(section 4) 

• Interview organization, realization and analysis to evaluate and identify 
gaps in research (section 6) 

• Joint elaboration of the text version for the initial BISE journal submission 

 Gilbert Fridgen (subordinate co-author) 

• Supervision and scientific mentorship 

• Participation in method and model development (the framework’s struc-
ture and elements) 

• Contribution of experience and feedback, e.g., to the elaboration of the text 
version for the initial BISE journal submission  
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Paper 4 — Scheduling Flexible Demand in Cloud Computing Spot Mar-

kets: A Real Options Approach 

The thesis’s author co-authored this research paper with Robert Keller, Lukas Häfner, 

and Gilbert Fridgen. The co-authors have contributed to the paper as described below. 

Regardless of the name order, the first three co-authors have equally contributed to the 

paper. 

Robert Keller (co-author) 

• Lead: Knowledge and motivation specific to cloud computing markets 

• Lead: Hypotheses formulation and statistical testing 

• Average: Analysis of related work on forecasting cloud spot markets 

• Average: Presentation of the research results 

• Low: Real option modelling and formal analysis 

• Low: Data processing, evaluation design and implementation 

Lukas Häfner (co-author) 

• Lead: Real option modelling and formal analysis 

• Average: Data processing, evaluation design and implementation 

• Average: Hypotheses formulation and statistical testing 

• Average: Analysis of related work on forecasting cloud spot markets 

• Average: Presentation of the research results 

• Low: Knowledge and motivation specific to cloud computing markets 

Thomas Sachs (co-author) 

• Lead: Data processing, evaluation design and implementation 

• Lead: Presentation of the research results 

• Average: Knowledge and motivation specific to cloud computing markets 

• Average: Real option modelling and formal analysis 

• Low: Analysis of related work on forecasting cloud spot markets 

• Low: Hypotheses formulation and statistical testing 

Gilbert Fridgen (subordinate co-author) 

• Inferior authorship 

• Supervision and guidance 
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7.3 Paper 1 — 
Providing Utility to Utilities: The Value of Information Sys-
tems Enabled Flexibility in Electricity Consumption 

 

Authors:   Fridgen, Gilbert; Häfner, Lukas; König, Christian; Sachs, Thomas 

Published in:  Journal of the Association for Information Systems (2016) 

Abstract:  As the transition to renewable energy sources progresses, the inte-

gration of such sources makes electricity production increasingly 

fluctuate. To contribute to power grid stability, electric utilities 

must balance volatile supply by shifting demand. This measure of 

demand response depends on flexibility, which arises as the inte-

gration of information systems in the power grid grows. The option 

to shift electric loads to times of lower demand or higher supply 

bears an economic value. Following a design science research ap-

proach, we illustrate how to quantify this value to support decisions 

on short-term consumer compensation. We adapt real options the-

ory to the design—a strategy that IS researchers have used widely 

to determine value under uncertainty. As a prerequisite, we develop 

a stochastic process, which realistically replicates intraday electric-

ity spot price development. With this process, we design an artifact 

suitable for valuation, which we illustrate in a plug-in electric vehi-

cle scenario. Following the artifact’s evaluation based on historical 

spot price data from the electricity exchange EPEX SPOT, we found 

that real options analysis works well for quantifying the value of in-

formation systems enabled flexibility in electricity consumption. 
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7.4 Paper 2 — 
Electronic Markets for Electricity Procurement by SMEs: 
Determining Price-Impacting Factors and their Influence on 
the Outcome of Electronic Reverse Auctions 

 

Authors:   Höckendorf, Henry; Sachs, Thomas; Fridgen, Gilbert 

 

Extended Abstract22 

In the liberalized European electricity market, small and medium-sized enterprises 

(SMEs) have been obliged to measure and provide load profiles of their electricity con-

sumption to their electricity suppliers. Smart meters determine these load profiles over 

time (Callaway and Hiskens 2011; Li et al. 2013). This information allows the electricity 

suppliers to estimate wholesale prices and to determine the fit of a client company’s 

load profile with their energy portfolio (Erlinghagen et al. 2015). 

In line with their omnipresent development, business-to-business e-commerce plat-

forms have arisen on which electricity suppliers can compete to supply SMEs based on 

their load profiles. We refer to such platforms specialized in electricity procurement as 

electronic electricity markets (EEMs). These EEMs use information systems and chal-

lenge the concept of traditional electricity markets due to their tendering approach: by 

conducting electronic reverse auctions (e-RA: Beall 2003; Cullen and Webster 2007), 

they allow for transparency to client companies and electricity prices based on their 

consumption behavior. In turn, suppliers gain improved access to potential clients, 

which includes the immediate availability of relevant consumption information. The 

result — gained market efficiency — should reduce electricity prices. 

Previous research has estimated profit-optimal strategies for electricity suppliers in ten-

dering processes and forecasted electricity market prices. However, research has lacked 

an analysis of factors that influence the electricity price for client companies in online 

tendering. With this paper, we hence aim to answer the following research questions: 

(1) What factors impact the electricity price for SMEs on EEMs? 

(2) What influence do the identified factors exert on the net electricity price? 

                                                   
22  At the time of this thesis’ publication, this research paper is under review for publication in a scien-

tific journal. Therefore, an extended abstract covering the paper’s content is provided. 
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The paper contributes to close the gap in e-RA research pointed out by Aloini et al. 

(2012): the lack of empirical investigation regarding the influence of auction variables 

on the price outcome. We use a mixed methods research approach, which Venkatesh et 

al. (2013) discussed and introduced into the IS field. Thus combining quantitative and 

qualitative research methods in a single study, we consult existing literature on elec-

tronic markets and e-RA to derive hypotheses that we test through expert interviews. 

In detail, we conduct a literature review transferring existing theories from related re-

search areas, in order to put forward hypotheses about price-impacting factors (Step A 

following Recker 2013). Following, we iterate expert interviews to either maintain or 

amend the hypotheses (Step B following Kaplan and Maxwell 2005, Myers and New-

man 2007). Testing the influence of ten factors on the net electricity price, we review 

appropriate hypotheses through a multiple linear regression with real-world data on 

terminated electricity e-RA (Step C). Finally, we discuss our results. 

We find that the number of bidders, the month of contract conclusion, the consump-

tion duration, the peak/off-peak ratio, the sector, and the voltage measurement have a 

significant influence on the e-RA outcome on EEM. This presented set of factors is 

likely to influence the net electricity price, partially reinforcing the results that e-RA 

and e-market literature for EEMs indicated. The findings apply to the German, Aus-

trian, and Swiss electricity market. Since the EU is unifying regulations and laws re-

garding the electricity market as part of the planned Internal Energy Market (European 

Commission 2019; Helm 2014), this paper’s results might henceforth apply to addi-

tional electricity markets in the EU (Böckers and Heimeshoff 2014).23 

We intend our findings to support further EEM optimization minimizing the electricity 

price for client companies. Eventually, client companies might be able to optimize the 

identified factors and thereby reduce their electricity costs. Calling attention to e-RA 

trading of electricity encourages the empowerment of electricity market structures in 

the European Union and fosters the efficiency of supplier-client relationships in times 

of the energy transition. 

 

  

                                                   
23  See the next page for references used in the extended abstract. 
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7.5 Paper 3 — 
Framing Microgrid Design from a Business and Information 
Systems Engineering Perspective: A Framework and Agenda 
for Research 

 

Authors:   Sachs, Thomas; Gründler, Anna; Rusic, Milos; Fridgen, Gilbert 

Published in:  Business & Information Systems Engineering (2019) 

Abstract: Microgrids are decentralized distribution networks that integrate 

distributed energy resources and balance energy generation and 

loads locally. The introduction of microgrids can help overcome the 

challenges of global energy systems. Despite this potential, the in-

formation systems domain has seen limited research on microgrids. 

This paper synthesizes research on elements of microgrids for elec-

tric energy. Interviewed experts maintain that technological mi-

crogrid solutions have been solidly developed; nevertheless, the 

lack of economic and business consideration is stalling their de-

ployment. The authors argue that business and information sys-

tems engineering research can provide integrated perspectives that 

connect technology and markets. Consequently, the authors derive 

a framework from an extensive interdisciplinary literature review 

that structures the academic state of the art on microgrid design 

and could guide associated information systems research. The 

framework comprises four layers: energy technology and infra-

structure, information and communication infrastructure, applica-

tion systems, and governance. The authors evaluate the framework 

in interviews with 15 experts from industry and three from aca-

demia. Their feedback allows to iteratively refine the framework 

and point out research directions on microgrids in business and in-

formation systems engineering. 
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7.6 Paper 4 — 
Scheduling Flexible Demand in Cloud Computing Spot Mar-
kets: A Real Options Approach 

 

Authors:   Keller, Robert; Häfner, Lukas; Sachs, Thomas; Fridgen, Gilbert 

Published in:   Business & Information Systems Engineering (2019) 

Abstract:  The rapid standardization and specialization of cloud computing 

services have led to the development of cloud spot markets on 

which cloud service providers and customers can trade in near real-

time. Frequent changes in demand and supply give rise to spot 

prices that vary throughout the day. Cloud customers often have 

temporal flexibility to execute their jobs before a specific deadline. 

In this paper, the authors apply real options analysis (ROA), which 

is an established valuation method designed to capture the flexibil-

ity of action under uncertainty. They adapt and compare multiple 

discrete-time approaches that enable cloud customers to quantify 

and exploit the monetary value of their short-term temporal flexi-

bility. The paper contributes to the field by guaranteeing cloud job 

execution of variable-time requests in a single cloud spot market, 

whereas existing multi-market strategies may not fulfill requests 

when outbid. In a broad simulation of scenarios for the use of Am-

azon EC2 spot instances, the developed approaches exploit the ex-

isting savings potential up to 40 percent – a considerable extent. 

Moreover, the results demonstrate that ROA, which explicitly con-

siders time-of-day-specific spot price patterns, outperforms tradi-

tional option pricing models and expectation optimization. 
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